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Extends
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The Ultimate Engine Protection • Compatible with All Types of Oil

INCREASES ENGINE LIFE	

Extensive independent testing has been performed 
on BestLine’s lubricants.  In one test, a high quality 
full synthetic brand name oil was tested and the 
resulting wear was measured.  After adding BestLine 
to create a 15% blend, wear was reduced by 94%.  
Such a significant reduction in wear translates to 
fewer repairs, less downtime, and longer engine life.

EXTENDS OIL LIFE

• Insures that the oil will properly perform until the  
   next oil change. 

• Fleets that test their oil generally find that BestLine 	
Engine Treatment significantly extends the 			
life of their oil, allowing oil change intervals to be 	
extended if desired.  This results in savings on both 	
maintenance and downtime.  

DIRECTIONS: Initially, add BestLine Engine Treatment 
to oil to between 10% and 15% by volume.  
At each oil change, add 10% by volume.

CLEANS INTERNAL PARTS

The sludge removal and cleaning action of BestLine 
Engine Treatment is so strong that the oil may 
appear extra dirty for the first few oil changes. 
Until the engine is clean, it may be necessary to 
change the oil filter more frequently than normal.  

IMPROVES PERFORMANCE

• Increases Fuel Mileage:	 	
With only a 10% blend in a 10W30 	
non-energy conserving oil, using 	
an American Petroleum Institute accepted 	

    test, BestLine provided better fuel economy 		
than that required for a 5W30 oil. 

• Increases Horsepower:  	
With an engine on a 	
dynamometer, after 	
treating the engine with 	
BestLine, horsepower 	
increased from 496 hp 	
to 508 hp. That extra 	
power was energy 	
released by BestLine’s 	
superior lubrication.
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